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1. Apna Heritage Archive in context.

2. Stories of marginalization & Intersectionality 
from within the archive: Mother India project
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An outline of the region known as  the Black Country, UK4
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It’s often men who take the images in families, yet it’s the    
women who are the gatekeepers to memory. 
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Apna Heritage Community Archive base in Guru Tegh Bahadur Gurdwara in  Wolverhampton8



Participants from Wolverhampton community’s bring family albums to the archive for digitization by staff and 
volunteers in 20179
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Punjabi community attended with over 27,500 visitors to the archive between Jan – March 2018
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Visitors identify themselves and friends in the photographs on display at Wolverhampton Art Gallery 201817



Audiences to the exhibition upload images onto Instagram from the photo studio created at the exhibition 2018 
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Each photograph has a unique reference number for easy search for information about each of the 2000 images which are available at the City’s 
archive, online and for exhibition 19



Visitors identify themselves and friends in the photographs on display at Wolverhampton Art Gallery 201820



Visitors to Wolverhampton Art Gallery find themselves in photographs at the Exhibition  21



Exhibition of the research and audiences find pictures of relatives from the numbering system on display 
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Stories of marginalisation & Intersectionality from within the archive:

Mother India project through 10 images 
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Figure 1

Sarbjit Kaur, East Park, Wolverhampton. 1973. Courtesy of Apna Heritage 
Archive.
The lone figure of Sarbjit Kaur speaks a thousand words about the early years 
of migration for Indian wives and mothers. Dressed in her indigenous Punjabi 
dress in a local park in Wolverhampton on a sunny afternoon, an image that is 
captured is poignant for the time as she is seemingly standing somewhat aloof 
in context to inhabited culture in a Black Country park. The women who joined 
their husbands from India to settle in the UK experienced much excitement and 
fear in their formative years in the UK as to the degree to which they would 
assimilate. And so Punjabi women spoke of their dreams ‘Supnaa’ or 
nightmares in some cases about finding themselves in an environment foreign 
to them. After marriage they were translated into race, learning a new language 
and the challenges of assimilation. The photo speaks of Punjabi’s standing 
proud of their own identity not cowering to what others think.



Figure 2  
The photograph below serves as for text below and not 
indicative of the description as serves as an illustration only. 

Parmajit Singh Sohi, Wanderers Ave, Wolverhampton 1981

This photo stands as a metaphor for a true story found within 
the archive children born to the first generation of migrants 
during their 60s - 80s felt privileged to be born into Punjabi 
families. The strength and haven of family and living in the 
safe space called home was integral to growing up in a 
Punjabi home and the social interaction with other Punjabi 
families. Back home in India when children cannot be born 
into a marriage it is often seen as a curse. A certain couple 
after the birth of one of children gave up their child to a close 
family member back home in the Punjab for a sister-in-law 
who could not have children. These kinds of stories are 
unheard of in the Western World and do raise ethical 
questions within the community, those giving with purity of 
heart they continue the reality of self-sacrifice and love 
between families and in turn continue the pain of loss that 
their self -sacrifice brings. 



Figure 3

Raghwir Kaur in her Volkswagen Beatle, Blythe, 1975. Courtesy of 
Apna Heritage Archive.

This picture of Raghwir Kaur that not only shows the pride in material 
possessions the kinds of pictures within the context of the family 
album revealing the themes and dreams of this community and so 
photographs were often sent back to Punjab India to show relatives that 
they were prospering in Western nations to where they migrated. 
Alongside this they reveal how women were valued within marriage at 
the time. Many were granted independence to drive their own cars. The 
view of Punjabi marriage was complementarian as opposed to western 
view of egalitarianism, meaning under complementarian view the 
couple were co-equal yet assume different roles within their marriage. 
A woman could drive a car but wouldn’t be expected to work in heavy 
industrial job that was the role of the husband.



Figure 4

Myrtle Shakes, shop assistant and tenant at the Hayre family with Jaspinder
Hayre, 1966 Courtesy of Apna Heritage Archive.

This is a rare photograph in the Apna Archive but a very significant one to the 
story of migration in Wolverhampton as it provides an insight into the 
demographics and relationships of migrants in Wolverhampton. Pictured at the 
family home of Piara and Kartar Hayre is a Jamaican lady, called Myrtle, holding 
Piara’s son, Jaspinder Hayre. Myrtle was welcomed by the family; husband and 
wife, Piara Hayre and Kartar Kaur, invited her to work in their shop as an 
assistant. Eventually, in 1965, Myrtle moved in with the family altogether. She 
worked in the shop for a few years and would spend time looking after Piara and 
Kartar’s young children while they worked endless hours to run their business. 
Myrtle brought some of her siblings and cousins to live at the Hayre’s family 
home as well. However, in 2006 she migrated back to Jamaica. 



Figure 5

Raghwir Kaur, Tirith Kaur and Kulwinder Kaur at The Golden 
Temple, Punjab 1978 Courtesy of Apna Heritage Archive.

Around the time the photograph was taken, there were calls in 
India to establish Khalistan, a homeland for Sikhs in the Punjab 
region. Punjab migrants to the UK maintained their spiritual 
identity and usually travelled back to the Punjab region annually. 
The photograph was taken during one of these, showing a mother 
, daughter and grandmother stand in front of the lofty grandeur of 
the Golden Temple in the city of Amritsar in the Punjab. They 
stood together as family and when visiting the Holy place as a 
family of women. 



Figure 6

Kanchan Jain (bottom right) pictured with colleagues in their 
teachers’ year group photo at Bingley Primary School, 
Wolverhampton, 1973. Courtesy of Apna Heritage Archive. 

When this photograph was taken Kanchan Jain was one of very 
few Indian teachers in Wolverhampton. The Race Relations Act 
of 1968 was not truly followed in the city in 1973 due to 
indirect discrimination in the workplace; Jain often felt bullied 
indirectly by her school’s head teacher and witnessed the dislike 
of Asian pupils first hand. Having asserted her deep concerns 
about her ill treatment and that of pupils of colour, she once 
caused quite a stir amongst Wolverhampton council officials 
who were worried of a backlash from the large populace of 
Indians and offered Jain a different teaching job in Blakenhall, 
where she had worked happily until retirement. 



Figure 7

Gurdev Kaur with family, Rayleigh Rd c1979.

We remember the home as being the place where 
mothers were also first to address our mental and 
spiritual growth. Mothers would importantly become 
the main homemakers during the early years of 
migration and children and they were thankful for 
their selfless patient, loving us to every degree and 
were fiercely defensive of their children. Mothers 
would also support the family by taking up sewing 
clothes for textile companies at home as a second 
income or factory work. Home cooked meals were an 
absolute delight everything to savour from samosas, 
curries to Indian sweets and now such delights have 
become common place in the UK and are readily 
available in shops, restaurants, pubs and in 
communities at every level in society. 



Figure 8

Rawinder Kaur Chana’s photo of friends, Benjamin Parkes and Son, 
Conegye Industrial Estate 1989

Despite the opposition to Punjabi’s during the 1960s by now infamous 
politicians, working women helped to build up the local economy in 
the post war era by working in the factories and foundries of the Black 
Country. They also brought up their children around their working 
hours which meant for many committing to two or three different part 
time jobs. In the workplace Punjabi women would have a natural 
affinity for sister hood and togetherness. Often this meant for these 
Indian women sticking together in the factory and most of the time 
experiencing the racism that was directed to them by white working 
classes. 



Ravinder Kaur Chana’s colleagues at Benjamin Parkes and Son, Conegye Industrial Estate, Tipton c1989



Ravinder Kaur Chana pictured at Benjamin Parkes and Son, Conegye Industrial Estate ,Tipton c1989



Figure 9

Narinder Kaur Hayre poses in her bedroom with posters of the latest Bollywood 
stars 1981 Courtesy of Apna Heritage Archive.

In the 1960s and 1970s, Hindi films in the Black Country were shown in a few 
local cinemas that were owned by Punjabis. Offering such opportunities and the 
means for Punjabi families and friends to get together, local cinemas often 
provided them with the principal weekend leisure activity. Access to such places of 
entertainment allowed migrants to adhere to nostalgic memories about life in India 
and Indian culture. However, this changed when Video Cassette Recorders came 
on the market around 1978. Local corner shops and independent video-hire stores 
of Bollywood films were set up for Asian families in densely populated areas of the 
Black Country. The viewing of these films moved to the home environment and so 
the adventures, romance and drama of Hindi films were now enjoyed in domestic 
privacy. The films crossed the linguistic, religious, and regional differences that 
existed within India as well as among families of Indian migrants in 
Wolverhampton. The distinctive visual style – combining spectacle, action and 
emotion –facilitated cross-cultural understandings and was embraced by all South 
Asian families. In the late 1980s, after a decade with video cassettes, some Indian 
youth felt that Hindi films isolated their community even more. Yet, especially 
young girls of the second generation of Black Country Punjab migrants saw in the 
films a form of liberating pleasure that simultaneously helped them to sustain links 
with Indian culture and its multiple identities.`



Figure 10
Gugan, Nilu & Neeru Ghai with friends, Scarborough, England 
1981 Courtesy of Apna Heritage Archive.

Bhaji on the Beach a 1993 film was a significant film that dealt with 
the theme of assimilation particularly for the South Asian 
community. Blackpool was the place in early years of migration that 
Punjabi’s went to during their summer holidays especially with their 
children. Sometimes the older and younger, members of the family 
reflected the tension of the generation gap torn between tradition and 
modernism and so the personal upsets would manifest on a day out. 
Younger generations grew to have beliefs the elder mothers would 
tend to object to, older generations would often frown upon younger 
generations who would rather study art while their parents were set 
on a medical career. All in all the visit to the beach was a family 
event that is now looked upon with a nostalgia of a great family day 
out with its ups and downs. Nowadays trips abroad are now more 
common amongst Punjabi families.



Mrs Jain school portrait at Bingley Primary School and Mr Jain with colleague in 1970



Mrs Jain with primary school staff photo at Bingley School c1971. 



Mrs Jain pictured in 2017 and with her 
husband Mr Jain in Wolverhampton c1960



Rajvinder Kaur Chana portrait at a factory in Oldbury c2020



Ravinder Kaur’s colleague pictured at Benjamin Parkes and Son, Conegye Industrial Estate, Tipton c1989



Joginder Kaur (second left) with colleagues, Amar Textiles Broad Street. Wolverhampton c1987



Piara Hayre stands in his shop established since 1961



Piara Hayre photographed outside and inside his shop on Knox rd Wolverhampton during the 1960s



Piara Hayre stand with his vehicle and with his wife Kartar Kaur 197s and 1980s respectively



Original document from the 1960s showing permission granted  from the British Consulate in New Delhi India for travel voucher to the UK



Bishan Dass pictured as Britain's first Mayor of Wolverhampton in the UK c 1981



Mrs Ram Piari Dass The Mayors consort 


